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Wisconsin Requires New Unemployment Insurance
Notice to Employees
The Department of Workforce Development (DWD), the state agency responsible for administering
Wisconsin’s unemployment insurance program, recently announced a new notification requirement that
affects all Wisconsin employers with one or more employees.
Beginning on November 2, 2020, all employers must individually notify workers about the potential
availability of unemployment insurance at the time a “separation from employment” occurs. An
employment separation occurs whenever an employment relationship ends or is reduced, including
terminations, furloughs with the possibility of recall, or a reduction in hours that results in wage loss.
This notice must be provided even if the employee was terminated for misconduct, substantial fault, or if
they voluntarily quit. Employers must provide this notice when the employment separation occurs or, if
immediate notice is not feasible, as soon as possible.
Providing this notice, however, does not necessarily mean employees will qualify for unemployment
insurance benefits. The notice is simply intended to tell employees that unemployment insurance benefits
may be available and how to apply. Even if the employer believes the employee will not be eligible for
unemployment benefits, the employer should still provide the notice whenever an employment separation
occurs and worry about eligibility issues later. If an employee does not receive this required notice from
their employer, there are no specific penalties, but the employee might receive additional time from DWD
to file an initial unemployment benefit claim.
DWD provided suggested notice language that employers should use when an employment separation
occurs. That sample language can be found here. At the time of an employment separation, employers
can provide the required notice to employees by email, text message, letter, or by providing a copy of
DWD’s printed poster in person or via mail. Employers should keep a copy of this communication for their
records.
Employers were already required to display this DWD poster in the employer’s physical workplace in a
suitable location where all employees will readily see it (near bulletin boards, breakrooms, time clocks,
etc.) If the employer has remote workers who are not physically present in the office, the employer should
also place the poster on the company’s internal intranet, website, or other readily accessible virtual space.
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More information from DWD regarding this notice and Wisconsin’s unemployment insurance program
can be found here.
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